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‘A remarkable feat of imagination: from the first, it leaps from
the page. Its richly vivid sense of time and place recall Jessie
Burton’s The Miniaturist and the novels of Cecilia Ekback, and
there is a particular pleasure in its highly original choice of subject
matter. Magnusson writes with an infectious verve, so that I found
myself absolutely persuaded by Ásta’s extraordinary journey from
the harsh Icelandic coast to the strange and splendid palaces of
Algiers. Nor is this a novel afraid to inform: at each reading I
came away feeling enriched by Magnusson’s use of Icelandic myth,
and her absolute authority over her subject. It’s enormous fun to
read – I enjoyed and admired it in equal measure’
Sarah Perry, author of The Essex Serpent
‘Icelandic history has been brought to extraordinary life. I was swept
up in the story and the vivid plight of people taken away from
everything they knew and understood. Transported to a time long
ago, I was completely enthralled by Sally Magnusson’s skilful storytelling. An accomplished and intelligent novel – highly recommended’
Yrsa Sigurðardóttir, author of Why Did You Lie?
‘Sally Magnusson has taken a little-known historical event – the
Barbary corsair raid on Iceland in 1627 – and produced a moving
story of suffering and redemption. Her tale of Ásta, the
Reverend’s wife, indomitable survivor of tragedy and heartbreak,
is vivid and compelling’
Adam Nichols, co-editor and translator of
The Travels of Reverend Ólafur Egilsson
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A Note About Icelandic
For the ease of non-Icelandic readers, the letter ð (pronounced
as a voiced th) is transcribed throughout as an English d, the
letter þ as th and the dipthong æ as ae. Accents alter the way
vowels are pronounced. For instance, á is the sound in owl, é as
in yet, í and ý as in seen, ó as in note, ú as in soon, ö as in the
French fleur, ae as in life, and ei and ey as in tray.

Some Icelandic Words
Badstofa [bath-stova]	Communal living and sleeping
room
Mín kaera [meen kyra]
My loved one (to a female)
Minn kaeri [minn kyri]
My loved one (to a male)
Kvöldvaka [kveuld-vaka] 	Storytelling time, literally
‘evening awakening’
Skyr [skeer] 	Dairy product similar to
yoghurt
Vestmannaeyjar
Westman Islands
[Vestmanna-ayyar]
Jökull [yeu-kutl]
Glacier
Eyjafjallajökull 	Literally ‘Islands’-Mountains’[Ayya-fjatla-yeu-kutl]
Glacier’

vii
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Characters (in alphabetical order)
Icelanders
A fisherman
Agnes
Mother of Magnús Birgisson
Anna Jasparsdóttir	Newly married Westman
[Anna Yaspars-dohtir]
islander
Ásta Thorsteinsdóttir
Wife of Rev Ólafur Egilsson
[Owsta Thorstayns-dohtir]
Ásta and Ólafur’s children:
Helga
Egill
[Ay-yitl]
Marta
Jón
[Yone]
Einar Loftsson
Westman islander
[Aynar Lopt-son]
Erlendur Runólfsson
Slain Westman islander
[Erlendur Runohlfs-son]
Eyjólfur Sölmundarson	Husband of Gudrídur
[Ay-yohlvur Seul-moondar-son]
Símonardóttir
Finnur Gudmundsson
Husband of Helga Ólafsdóttir
[Finnur Gveuth-munds-son]
Gísli Oddsson	Bishop of southern Iceland,
[Geesli Odds-son]
based at Skálholt
Gísli Thorvardsson	Priest married to Thorgerdur
[Geesli Thorvarth-son]
Ólafsdóttir
viii
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Gudbrandur Thorláksson	Northern bishop who printed
[Gveuth-brandur Thor-lowks-son]
the Bible in Icelandic
Gudrídur Símonardóttir	Wife of Eyjólfur Sölmundarson
[Gveuth-reethur Seemonar-dohtir]
Gunnhildur Hermannsdóttir	Captured from Djúpivogur in
[Goon-hildur Hermanns-dohtir]
the east of Iceland
Halldóra Jónsdóttir
Elderly Icelandic woman
[Hatl-dohra Yones-dohtir]
Hallgrímur Pétursson
Trainee priest
[Hatl-greemur Pi-eturs-son]
Inga
Serving girl at Ofanleiti
Jaspar Kristjánsson
Danish father of Anna
[Yaspar Krist-jowns-son]
Jasparsdóttir
Jón Jónsson	Son of Margrét and Jón (later
[Yone Yone-son]
the Westman)
Jón Oddsson	First husband of Anna
[Yone Odds-son]
Jasparsdóttir
Jón Thorsteinsson
Island priest at Kirkjubaer
[Yone Thor-stayn-son]
Kristín
Friend of Ásta
Magnús Birgisson	Westman islander, friend of Egill
[Magnoos Birgis-son]
Margrét Jónsdóttir
Wife of Rev Jón Thorsteinsson
[Margri-et Yones-dohtir]
Oddrún Pálsdóttir
A sealwoman (possibly)
[Oddroon Powls-dohtir]
Ólafur Egilsson	Island priest, husband of Ásta
[Ohlavur Ay-yils-son]
Thorsteinsdóttir
Thorgerdur Ólafsdóttir	Ólafur’s daughter by his first
[Thor-gerthur Ohlafs-dohtir]
wife
ix
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Thorlákur Skúlason	Succeeded Gudbrandur as
[Thor-lowkur Skoola-son]
Bishop of Hólar
Thorsteinn Einarson	Ásta’s father, priest at Mosfell
[Thor-stayn Aynar-son]
in south Iceland
Corsairs
Murat Reis	Corsair admiral, born Jan
Janszoon
Sa’id Suleiman
Ottoman janissary
Wahid Fleming
Dutch-born corsair captain
Citizens of Algiers
Ali Pitterling Cilleby	Slave-owner and member of the
ruling council
Alimah
Cilleby’s first wife
Flower
Servant in Cilleby’s house
Husna
Cilleby’s second wife
Jón Ásbjarnarson	Former Icelandic slave in the
civil service
Jus Hamet	Second husband of Anna
Jasparsdóttir
Zafir Chitour
Servant to Captain Fleming
Diplomat
Paul de Willem
Wilhelm Kifft

Agent of King Christian
Denmark’s emissary to Algiers

Monarchs
Christian IV	King of Denmark, Norway and
Iceland
x
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Murad IV

Sultan of the Ottoman Empire

Saga folk
Egill Skallagrímsson	Warrior poet and protagonist of
[Ay-yitl Skatla-greems-son]
Egil’s saga
Gudrún Ósvífursdóttir	Beautiful protagonist of Laxdaela
[Gveuth-roon Ohs-vivurs-dohtir]
saga
Kjartan Ólafsson
Disappointed suitor of Gudrún
[Kyartan Ohlafs-son]
Bolli Thorleiksson
Gudrún’s third husband, Kjartan’s
foster-brother
[Botli Thorlayks-son]
Bolli Bollason
Son of Gudrún and Bolli
[Botli Botla-son]
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ONCE UPON A TIME God Almighty came to visit Adam and
Eve. They welcomed him in and showed him around. They also
showed him their children, whom he found most promising. Then
he asked Eve if she had any others. She said she had not. But it
so happened that she had not finished washing some of her children and, being ashamed to let God see them in this state, had
concealed them from him. This God knew full well. He said:
‘Whatever has to be hidden from me will henceforth be hidden
from man.’ Then these unwashed children became invisible to
human eyes and took up their abode in mounds and rocky heights,
in hillocks and great stones. From them are the elves descended,
while humans come from those of Eve’s children who were shown
to God. Elves can see human beings, but they can never be seen
by them, unless they so will it.
Traditional legend
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The rain has freshened the air again, leaving one of the soft
springtime evenings she used to love best, the clouds harried on
their way by an eager breeze, a spangle of late sunshine on the
water. Behind her a snipe has begun a humming circuit of the
heath and she has to force herself not to turn and search the sky
for it. No, straight down the wall of the cliff is where she must
look, nowhere else, and only pay attention to the waves bellowing
up for company. She steps closer to the edge, smoothing her skirts
against the flurries of wind. The stones are slippy with damp moss.
Here is a point to consider. If the wind were to take her before
she made another move, or if, say, her chilled toes should lose
their grip, it wouldn’t be so bad a sin, would it? Hardly her fault
at all, really, if you look at it that way, although that is not to
say God would. Certainly it would be better received at her
funeral. On this matter at least people would be sure to give her
the benefit of the doubt. Poor soul, she must have forgotten
how easily the April gusts can seize you. God be praised, she
won’t be able to corrupt anyone now.
The patrolling snipe is distracting her, like one of those dozy
black flies that insists on buzzing when you want peace to think.
Go away, please. I am trying to imagine my funeral. The whirring
stops, then starts up again, somewhere high in the sky but nearer
now. She tries to guess which direction it will come from next;
imagines the flash of white breast behind her as it swoops, silvery
in the sun.
3
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Oh, this is no good. The emotion that drove her from the
house has started to ebb, all that furious despair giving way, now
that she is truly on the edge, to a numb misery she can feel
draining the power of action. So perhaps she will just turn and
permit herself one look at the bird circling in its lovely blue
vault, and let it be her last sight on earth before she closes her
eyes.
She turns and her hand flies to her mouth.
The man is little more than an arm’s length away. His face,
what can be seen of it under an unruly beard that makes him
look very different, is white with alarm. The arm he has reached
out to grab her is frozen in mid-air.
‘Oh,’ she says. ‘It’s you.’

4
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GREY
July – August 1627
The pirates rushed with violent speed across the island,
like hunting hounds . . . Some of my neighbours managed
to escape quickly into the caves or down the cliffs, but
many were seized or bound . . . I and my poor wife were
amongst the first to be captured.
Reverend Ólafur Egilsson
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1

There is nothing to be said for giving birth in the bowels of a
sailing ship with your stomach heaving and hundreds of people
listening. Really there is not, no matter how many blessings
Ólafur insists on counting. In fact, Ásta is some way from
persuaded that he is entitled to a view at all. During her last
confinement he was so long at the harbour bidding the Danish
governor skál over a brandy consignment from Copenhagen that
there was no one to fetch the midwife.
Ólafur says she should be grateful for the tent. Tent? It’s a
couple of lengths of damp sail hung from a beam, which arrived
with the compliments of the big pirate captain with the pink
face and blond eyelashes with whom her husband has struck up
an inexplicable camaraderie. Ólafur has a knack for friendship:
he will swallow the most flagrant offence to see what he might
learn from another mind. Well, much pleasure may he take from
that man’s mind. Today Ólafur is pleased to report that the
length of cloth required to construct a Turkish turban is three
yards and the sash around the long jackets they wear over those
ridiculous trousers is even longer: ‘More than seven yards, my
dear. Can you believe it?’
It is bad enough to be penned inside the hold of a galleon on
7
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the high seas, the first twinges of labour upon you and the panic
growing, without being exhorted to be grateful for a sail and
excited about the length of a silken sash.
He is probably trying to help.
Ásta heaves her belly to the right and stretches the cramp
out of her left leg, trying not to prod old Oddrún Pálsdóttir,
whose curled back is pressed against the other side of the sail.
More neighbours, dozen upon dozen of them, are sprawled to
the gunwales beyond the old woman, trying to sleep. Ásta can
hear her fellow prisoners, and smell them. She can feel the weight
of their torpid misery pressing in on her. Stockfish tossed
together end to end and skin to skin for selling is hardly packed
more tight than this wretched human cargo. But at least she
and her family are largely out of sight. To that extent the sail
does afford a modicum of privacy, which in fairness (mark this
concession in your sleep, Ólafur) she should probably be gracious
enough to admit.
Ólafur is forever urging her to be fair: ‘Pray consider rising
less quickly to the boil, Ásta mín, and judge more calmly.’ He
would do well to remember that fairness and coolness are just
as quick to desert him when he mounts the pulpit. His zest
for admonishing the congregation is by common consent
a model of intemperance. It is true, all the same, that when
everyone else inclines to hysteria Ólafur will reliably be at
his most reasonable. This she must also acknowledge. Being
fair.
‘Don’t be afraid to look in their eyes,’ he said that first day,
as she lumbered over the side of the ship and turned to look
back at the fire leaping through the wooden church of
Landakirkja. ‘You will see they are men like any other.’
8
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He took her arm then, trying to nudge her from the sight of
the flames. ‘See, my love, no tails. No knives growing out of
their elbows, no sulphur pouring from their mouths. So much
for the rumours. Some of them don’t even look particularly
wicked up close, do they?’
She felt the tremble of his hand, though. His voice was brittle,
the way it goes when he is hurt and trying not to show it. His
face, always thin, was taut with the emotion he was holding in.
Even the English had not gone so far as to raze God’s house to
ashes.
The dark young corsair who came to attach the sail did not
look much like a devil either, for all that his eyes were black. As
he hoisted it over a joist, the sleeves of his tunic fell back and
Ásta was disconcerted to find herself admiring the cormorant
sheen of his arms. When he caught her glance and saw how
close she was to her time, he smiled down at her. That was too
much. Ólafur said later he thought it was a kind smile, kind
enough at least, but she was seized only by the most ferocious
desire to strike the man on his cheerful mouth.
How pleasantly did they smile, this handsome corsair and his
fellows, when they murdered her uncle Jón in a cave by the sea?
Or chased Kristín, merriest of neighbours, until she could run
no more and bled to death on the hill, her skirts about her waist
and the dead baby hanging from its cord? Or drove young
Erlendur Runólfsson to the edge of a cliff, stripped him to the
waist and fired their muskets until he toppled backwards into
the waves?
How can Ólafur talk to these people? How can someone
who spends his days down here consoling the frightened and
the heartbroken take even a moment to weigh the kindly
9
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intent behind a pirate’s smile? Ásta seethes every time she
thinks of it.
Ólafur is doing his best to stay reasonable and raise spirits.
She cannot deny it, although in her present state of weepy
exhaustion even his consolations are obscurely annoying. Day
after day he squeezes around the hold, trying to avoid stepping
on his flock as he reminds them they are only being tested, that
suffering is what all people must endure in this world and they
should look to the life beyond and not be discouraged.
‘Ólafur,’ she is fit to erupt, ‘may God above forgive me, but
we are completely and utterly discouraged. How could it not
be so?’

If Ásta were dwelling on her discomforts (which she is trying
so hard not to that she is dwelling on nothing else), she might
enumerate surging nausea, tightening belly, cramping leg, fisting
baby and the mounting urge to pee when there is no pail to
hand and no prospect of one for hours, if then. To say nothing
of the grind of bare wood on her spine, the tickle of coiled rope
at her neck or the fleabite on her left ankle that is impossible
to reach without disturbing at least four people. Unless she can
find something else to think about, that itch is going to be what
shakes the ship with her roaring before the labour ever does.
But what is there else to think about that will not tear her
with grief?
The smell? The dark, unspeakable stench of human beings
oozing distress? Worse. She must not on any account think about
the smell. (But still – might it actually be possible to die of a
smell? How long would it take?) No, try concentrating on the
10
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night noises. Not the slow creak of the timbers and the sea slap
– not those noises – but the sounds of the people: the lone sob,
trembling away to nothing; the snores (no mistaking Oddrún’s
high-pitched whistle, and that can only be Einar Loftsson’s
volcanic rumble dominating many lesser efforts); somewhere
nearby a grunt of furtive pleasure; further away a fart so stirring
(as Ásta reflects, blinking) that it would have proved its mettle
in the Battle of Jericho. The sigh of murmuring voices rises and
falls. A woman is retching. A child won’t stop moaning. A man,
perhaps in sleep, lets out a cry of naked sorrow. These sudden
cries are the worst. All the weeping down here Ásta can tolerate:
hear enough of it, do enough yourself, and you hardly notice
after a while. But the howls of anguish in the night still make
her heart pound with terror.
Here comes another of the tightenings, harder and harder
until her belly feels like a stone you could beat and flake a dried
cod on, then relaxing. They don’t hurt much yet, but nor do
they make sleeping any easier. The floor undulates beneath her,
making her stomach lurch and bringing bile again and again to
her throat. She has never been a good sailor: even being rowed
out to the Westman Islands as a girl had her hanging over the
side, to the amusement of the fishermen at the oars.
It is becoming difficult to judge how many days they have
been at sea. Ólafur says nine. But when the only light is from
lamps swinging and clattering in the swell, it can be a struggle
to tell day and night apart. Some communal instinct below has
established a night-time, but it is one that Ásta’s body remains
reluctant to observe.
Tentatively she stretches another leg, this time provoking a
muffled yelp from the other side of the sail. Poor Oddrún. She
11
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hardly deserves to have her miseries compounded by the restless
foot of a woman whose baby is past its time. The island’s greatest
talker has hardly said a word since the voyage began. Day and
night she lies still and forlorn, with her face turned away and
her cap holding on by a thread, paying no heed to the mockers
who torment her still. ‘Oddrún will be all right, seeing she’s a
seal,’ they taunt, too loud, too close. ‘Lend us a flipper, Oddrún,
will you, if we go down.’ But the old woman has only sunk further
into herself and kept her eyes closed.
Ásta shifts again, disturbing a rat. It streaks across her fanned
hair and back into the darkness beyond the lamplight. Shadows
leap across the sail as the vessel dips and climbs. Ólafur’s face
is buried in her back. Egill lies with his head next to hers, one
arm reaching across little Marta to touch his mother’s hand. She
wishes the boy would weep. When the pirates put Ofanleiti to
the flame, he saw sights that no child should. He is also
tormented by the thought that he was not as brave as his best
friend. ‘After we were captured, Magnús managed to creep away,’
he has told her, looking at his hands and refusing to meet her
gaze. ‘He asked me to come and hide on our secret gannet ledge,
but I didn’t dare.’
And what can a mother say? That a part of her is glad he was
not brave the way Magnús was, because otherwise she would
not have him here at her side, her firstborn son, the pool from
which her heart drinks? At eleven Egill is too nearly a man to
want to hear this. He has never been one to speak his own heart
aloud; but in the night, when no one is looking, he slips his hand
in hers.
Marta is curled, neat as a mouse, in the space between Ásta’s
chin and her protruding belly. By day she sits more or less calmly
12
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by her mother’s side, as if sensing there is no point in making
a fuss. Ásta used to find her composure at not yet three years
unsettling, especially after the bawling tantrums from Helga at
the same age, but in their present calamity her stillness is a
comfort.
Helga is not here. She left for the mainland earlier this
summer and is surely safe. The pirates raided parts of the coast,
but Torfastadir is well inland. Has Helga heard yet that her
family has been seized by Turkish corsairs and carried off in a
ship with great white sails to a place beyond imagining? The
news must have been carried across the water by now, although
it will have taken time for the remaining islanders to work out
who is taken, who escaped and whose bloated body might yet
be discovered on some desolate strand. Is her eldest daughter
at this moment crying herself to sleep in the priesthouse at
Torfastadir, wondering what will become of her? Dear, fiery
Helga, so eager to get away from an island where they talked of
nothing – ‘nothing at all, Mamma’ – but fish, who begged to go
and keep house for her stepsister because (may God forgive the
child) nothing interesting ever happened at home. The conversation in the home of Thorgerdur and Gísli will not have proved
for one minute more stimulating: Ólafur’s daughter by his first
wife is exceedingly dull and her husband nearly always drunk.
But when Ásta said as much, Helga tossed the auburn curls of
which she has always been more proud than she should be and
retorted huffily, ‘You came to the island when you were not
much older than me, Mamma, and wasn’t it because you were
just as glad to be offered something more? Isn’t that what you
told us?’
Something more. The ship rolls and bucks and Ásta fights
13
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down another wave of nausea. One child she may never see
again; two with a future she dare not contemplate; another
agitating to be born in a reeking prison-ship on a voyage into
slavery. Dear God, how did it come to this?

14
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